
The Crimple Valley Covid Cross Country Course  
A guide with pictures to help if you’re not familiar with the Yorkshire Showground land. The course is 
a simplified version of the one which we used for PECO in January 2019. 

The course is 2 laps of a circuit of approx. 4.75 km so 9.5 km / 5.9 miles total. The numbers on the 
map below are for reference in the course description below.  

 

 

 

Start by the stone bench at the top of the 
showground. (1) 
Touch the standing stone and go! 

 

Cross the gravel track and run downhill on the 
grass between it and the fence line on your left. 
(2) 

 
 

 

 



Where the gravel track ends at a T junction (3) 
with a broad track running across, continue 
straight ahead on the worn path leading to the 
right of a group of trees. 

 

Skirt around the trees and run through the gap 
(4) at the end of the lateral hedge/ ditch, 
turning sharp right once through. 
 

 
 

Once through the gap (5) head diagonally 
across the area bounded by the 2 lateral 
hedges to the far corner  

 

(6) and pass through the gateway in the corner  
 
 

 
 

The gateway (7) and the first real mud! 
 
 

 

Emerging from the corner (8), cross this grassy 
area diagonally, heading towards the far left of 
the visible part of the viaduct. 

 
 



On reaching the end of the fence (9) turn sharp 
left around it and follow the track almost to its 
end. 
 

 

Pass to the left of the post (10) and turn right 
uphill on the grass. (If you have had enough 
grass for now you can always run up the road 
but remember, this IS a cross-country run!) 

 
 

You will have to join the road anyway at the 
end of the car park by the 20 mph sign (11) 
 

 

and continue through the first gate and the 
second one, leading off the main roadway to 
the right (12) 

 
 

More hard surfaces I’m afraid (13). You might 
as well stay on it until you reach the clump of 
bushes in the middle distance on the right. 
 

 

From here you can leave the concrete on your 
left and run diagonally across the grass to the 
gate on Crimple Lane or take the unsurfaced 
track seen here (14)  

 
 



 
 
On passing through the gate (15), turn right 
into Crimple Lane, follow the public footpath 
over the stile at the end and, after a short 
section in the trees, over a second stile to 
cross the meadow. 
 
No photos here. You are following a well 
worn public footpath. 
 

 
 

Another stile set in the stone wall by the gate at the other side of the meadow takes you back into 
woods where the path branches. It’s not crucial but stay towards the right and climb slightly to pass 
under the arch of the viaduct and then turn immediately down the rough steps. 

 
 
Keep following this path through two gates 
(Second one at 16 shown here) and once 
more back out onto grass. Follow the beck on 
your left, avoiding the overhanging trees but 
without going onto the concrete on your 
right and reach a gateway in the left-hand 
corner. 
 

 
 

Through the gateway into the woods, keep to the right and over the concrete bridge. 

 
 
Follow the footpath to the right (17) 
 

 

and enjoy the mud holes on this rising path as 
far as the concrete water conduit (18), after 
which turn right and descend through the trees 
to another concrete bridge. 

 



Cross the bridge, go through the gate and turn left up the hill following the worn track over the 
grass.  

As you near the top at point 19 on the map 
follow the contours around to the left, keeping 
to the left and the fainter of the worn tracks, 
heading for the left-hand side of the large tree. 
 

 

The track will lead you to a gap in the nettles. 
(20) Go through this gap and complete a turn 
around the tree, briefly reaching the cycle track 
and effectively doubling back on yourself. 
 

 
 

Continue along the top of the field with the woods on your left and through the broken-down wall 
ahead of you. 

 

 
 
 
When through the wall, keep straight ahead to 
a gap in the line of conifers in front of you (21). 

 
 

After passing through the gap it’s a slight turn to the left and you will see the start/ finish point 
ahead. 

Touch the standing stone again and repeat one more time. 

When you touch the standing stone for the third time you can stop your watch!  
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